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Over Two Hundred Improvements
We asked our customers, “How do we improve the American Coach®?” You answered, and based on your feedback we made over 200 product improvements for 2004.
“New” doesn’t even begin to describe the all new American Tradition® and American Eagle® from American Coach. Their styling is dramatically different
with fresh, aerodynamic lines that visually set them apart from everything else on the road. Then under the skin is the revolutionary Liberty Chassis™ that
provides you with a myriad of benefits. That’s because at American Coach, we understand your active lifestyle and create coaches that not only take you
where you’re going… they go beyond your expectations. (See page 18 for chassis details.)

Refined and Restyled with an Ultra-Smooth Ride
This new American Eagle begs to be driven. Thanks to its new Liberty Chassis, it handles like no other motor home—smooth, stable and comfortable.
And its stunning exterior graphics communicate your individual spirit as they make an instant and memorable lasting impression. For an extra touch of style,
each American Eagle comes with color-coordinated awnings and aluminum wheels, as well as chrome mirrors, rear bumper, rock guard and rear ladder.
Actually, no matter from what angle you choose to view an American Eagle, there’s always something special that’s sure to catch your eye.
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Luxury that Makes Anywhere
Feel Like Home.
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Discover an Entirely
New Tradition
Poet T.S. Eliot once said this about a
tradition, “It cannot be inherited, and if
you want it you must obtain it by great
labor.” That's an appropriate description
of our American Tradition—a fitting
reward for your dedication and devotion.
But leave it to American Coach to transform this Tradition into the shape of the
future.
From the ground up, this Tradition is all
new. It starts with our patent-pending
Liberty Chassis and continues through
the sleek exterior styling… and ends up
inside, with dramatic new décors and
furniture styling. This Tradition blends
its elegant appearance with opulent luxury, so no matter where you roam, it's
the ultimate resort.
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40J Keepsake Interior, shown with Windsor Birch Wood.
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So Many Choices
At American Coach, we realize buying a motor
home is a personal process. So we offer the
Tradition in a variety of floor plan configurations,
including double, triple and quad slides. Plus, every
Tradition features new furniture styling and new
décor choices, allowing you freedom to create
your ultimate motor home.

Relax in Comfort
It’s all about comfort—no matter where you travel.
And the new American Tradition delivers a level
of comfort that’s exemplary. First off, notice that
there’s plenty of head room. Then when it’s time to
sit down and relax, you’ll appreciate the beautiful
Flexsteel® fabric or optional combination leather and
fabric furniture, while enjoying your Sony® home theatre system. A complete entertainment package
consists of a standard 24" Sony® Vega TV, VCR,
DVD, AM/FM radio, DSS satellite system and five
Sony® cube speakers and a subwoofer. And, if you
prefer, you can upgrade to the latest 32" plasma
flat screen TV—it provides a beautiful picture, while
taking up less space.

40L Collection Interior, shown with Clear White Maple Wood.

Wide Open Spaces
Convenient multiplex switches
control slide-outs and lighting
throughout the coach. They
are illuminated to be easily
seen at night.

There’s plenty of room to stretch your legs in an
American Tradition—especially in the dining room
and kitchen areas. An elegant dinette provides comfortable seating for four and features a Corian®
table that extends. (Two additional chairs not
shown.) Overhead cabinets are available in your
choice of four attractive woods, including Walnut,
Regency Cherry, Clear White Maple and Windsor
Birch. The American Tradition… now this is living.

Optional fabric ottoman opens up for convenient additional storage.
American Coach
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Control Is at
Your Fingertips
Thanks to an adjustable Smart Wheel steering
system, adjustable pedals and an ergonomically
designed cockpit, it’s easy to handle the
American Tradition.
Controls are within easy access and large
easy-to-read dials and buttons allow you to
make adjustments. An optional high-tech information system, called Trip Tek, monitors gas
mileage, temperatures, travel time and engine
data.
The “welcome mat” greets you when you open
the door of an American Tradition. It’s actually
a durable Corian® stepwell with power step
cover. Optional keyless entry and a lighted
door handle make coming home all the
more inviting.

Tilt and telescoping steering wheel is yet another
creature comfort.

Tradition for 2004 also offers an exterior temperature gauge & compass, optional Onstar,
optional Night Vision, optional Satellite radio,
optional GPS Navigation System and optional
Air with Hydraulic Leveling system.
An exterior temperature gauge and compass are
now integrated into the dash.
An integrated 3-point seat belt and adjustable armrests
make this the most comfortable seat in the house.
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